BTICINO HOME AUTOMATION.
THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF YOUR HOME.
HOME AUTOMATION IS HOME TO BTICINO

Every home is wired. BTicino MyHome automation system smart technology and easy functions can optimize electrical loads. A step forward to your peace of mind.
THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF FREEDOM.

BTicino My Home: a new way of life to enjoy your home.

**COMFORT**
When you wake up, roll up your blinds, open your shutters and switch on your lights with one simple touch on your iPad.

**SAFETY**
You can check the exterior of the house through the outdoor cameras. While you relax watching a movie, every access and room of your home is protected.

**MULTIMEDIA**
Turn on your favorite music when you walk through your home.

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY**
Schedule different temperature profiles for each room, according to your daily plan.

**REMOTE CONTROL**
When away, monitor your home with an Internet connection from your iPad and smartphone.
THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF LIFE.

BTicino My Home: start your life together in a functional home.

**COMFORT**
Each dawn means a perfect balance between sun and artificial lighting with a single touch.

**SAFETY**
Enjoy being with your friends, with no concern for water and gas leaks, or power cuts. An alarm will warn you at once.

**MULTIMEDIA**
Touch Screen function activation for a better home management.

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY**
BTicino’s technology means easy savings. Electricity, gas and water consumption levels plotted on easy-to-read diagrams.

**REMOTE CONTROL**
Just one call and your home will be ready when you are back. My Home sets for you the best level of lighting, temperature and sound.
THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF FAMILY.

BTicino My Home: don’t give up your time.

COMFORT
A bigger family means a busier life at home. Let BTicino take care of all lights, shutters, blinds and curtains for you.

SAFETY
Housekeeping and babysitting are no longer a problem, you can watch your baby sleep quietly in the screen of your videodisplay or smartphone.

MULTIMEDIA
Enjoy learning how easy is playing all functions through your iPad or PC

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Maximize savings by minimizing consumption of water, gas and electricity.

REMOTE CONTROL
Immediate emergency or malfunction warnings; a quick reaction can prevent big trouble.
For you who peace of mind and safety are priorities, BTicino home automation is the solution perfectly fitting your needs.

**THE NATURAL EVOLUTION OF SERENITY.**

**COMFORT**
Now that you have more time for yourself, make the most of My Home’s easy functions.

**SAFETY**
Just enjoy playing with your grandchildren while BTicino protects your home to the full.

**MULTIMEDIA**
Keep an eye on your grandchildren through the 10” touch screen while knowing that your loved ones can see all the rooms in your house from their iPad.

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY**
Set the perfect air-conditioning in the rooms where you spend most of your time.

**REMOTE CONTROL**
Your loved ones are immediately warned of any emergency or malfunction in your home.

**BTicino My Home: innovation for your peace of mind.**
BTICINO MY HOME AUTOMATION: VALUES THAT BECOME YOURS.

After ten years of innovation, with more than 11 million devices sold, BTicino has further improved comfort, safety, multimedia, energy saving and remote monitoring functions. The outcome is a better way of life and piece of mind at home and outside it, with an eye on beauty and design.
Our technology is your comfort. You can create the right atmosphere with just one touch:

- **Lighting control.** Switch on one, several or all lighting fixtures in your home with a single keypad. MyHome automatically creates lighting paths to facilitate your displacements.
- **Fixtures automation.** Draw curtains, adjust shutters, roll-up blinds and other powered equipment with no effort.
- **Sound system.** Bring your favorite soundtracks wherever you want at home, drawing freely from your preferred sound sources.
- **Create an atmosphere.** To recreate with a single touch the perfect lighting, air-conditioning, and sound from different preset situations: relax, waking up, leaving home or watching TV.

---

Our technology is your security. Intrusion, gas leakage, power cuts are no more a problem also when away from home.

- **Burglar alarm.** Protects all rooms and all accesses. A warning message by telephone, mobile, text-message or e-mail is made to a preset number or mail address.
- **CCTV.** Local and remote visual check of all rooms in your home through a closed TV circuit.
- **Technical alarms.** Warning in case of water and gas leaks and power cuts, and preset safety actions.
- **Automatic reset / Lifesaving Stop & Go.** Automatic circuit breaker reset after overloads or sudden electric discharge due to weather conditions.
OUR TECHNOLOGY IS YOUR ENERGY-SAVING TOOL.

Our technology is your energy saving in allowing you to monitor electricity, gas and water consumption and at the same time managing the temperature of each area of the house:

- Consumption viewing avoid 10% of wastes in average. Check and monitor utilities consumption levels and avoid wastes. Current and cumulative consumption data can be viewed on an ad-hoc page of the Multimedia Touch Screen.
- Electrical load management saving up to 30% of energy. View current consumption levels of major home appliances and avoid blackouts caused by overloads.
- Heating regulation. Get optimized temperature management, as available on the 10" Touch Screen.
- Air conditioning. Check and adjust consumption through your Touch screen too.

OUR TECHNOLOGY IS YOUR MULTIMEDIA.

Our multimedia technology provides freedom to manage and adjust all home functions from your remote control, iPad or smartphone, while relaxing in front of your TV screen.

- Multiroom control from your home control panel. Smart and intuitive control of all home functions.
- Local control by iPad. Your iPad becomes a remote control for lighting fixtures, blinds, curtains, shutters and much more.
- Touch screen interactive functions. Screens from 1.2 to 10" inches are available in a variety of shapes and can be controlled from your remote control, smartphone or tablet.
- Local control by iPad. Your iPad becomes a remote control for lighting fixtures, blinds, curtains, shutters and much more.
- Multimedia content from PC or image from digital video entry panel. These features, together with home automation features, are available on the 10" Touch Screen.
- Personal Computer. Loading room layouts and/or pictures and set your home automation function management.

Our multimedia technology provides freedom to manage and adjust all home functions from your remote control, iPad or smartphone, while relaxing in front of your TV screen.
Our Internet-based technology allows you to upload and store in the cloud your project information and remotely control all home functions, also when travelling. Compliance with the ISO 27001 Certification “Information Technology – Security Management Systems” guarantees top security standards:

- **Alarms and malfunctions**: Warning and management of problems and emergencies at home: e-mail with pictures of the intrusion site and/or actions to limit damages at home following an electrical or gas emergency, such as automatic safety switch activation and/or automated opening of a powered window for ventilation in the event of a gas leakage.

- **Home automated functions activation**: Image viewing and preset function management. Remote home function management, also through text-messaging, for lighting fixtures, activate your personalized scenarios, temperature control and remote image display or activation of preset timed schedules.

- **Remote consumption checks**: Power, water and other utilities consumption control, real-time and overall checks even with your tablet or smartphone.

**REMOTE CONTROL**

**OUR CLOUD COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IS YOUR REMOTE CONTROL.**

Now your lifestyle at home can be improved through a simple integrated connection of your electricity system with one, two or all our home automation solutions.

**My Home automated** functions are modular and easily expandable, allowing you to best plan any further feature you may wish to add on, just like when you buy a new piece of furniture for your home. According to your needs and aesthetic sense.
BTICINO MY HOME:
AFFORDABLE HOME AUTOMATION.

All legends have a kernel of truth. People think that home automation is an expensive technology. My Home is the exception to the rule. An automated lighting fixtures system in a bedroom or living room has a price of a LED TV screen. A multi-source/multi-room sound system costs as much as a SPA week-end for two. Find out truth on www.bticino.com
GET MORE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

Create an atmosphere at home. Need to relax? Close the shutters and dim the lights. Wish to change the atmosphere? Just do it through your remote or wall controls. All you need is to touch your keypad with your fingertips.

Add home automation functions with no further work and no masonry. Wall switches can simply be fixed to the walls and your zigbee remote control is a handy feature.

GET MORE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

Create an atmosphere at home. Need to relax? Close the shutters and dim the lights. Wish to change the atmosphere? Just do it through your remote or wall controls. All you need is to touch your keypad with your fingertip.

Add home automation functions with no further work and no masonry. Wall switches can simply be fixed to the walls and your zigbee remote control is a handy feature.

Zigbee wireless technology is a wireless connection to all devices both in large rooms and through partitions, allows to:

- **Switch on and adjust light source intensity in one, some or all your lighting fixtures in your home**
- **Automate roll-up blinds, awnings, shutters, windows and other electrically-operated devices**
- **Manage alarms to protect your home against water and gas leaks**
- **Multiple-scenario activation to fully enjoy the atmosphere of your home**

We are part of the "Zigbee® Alliance" (http://www.zigbee.org/)

---
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AT HOME WHEREVER YOU ARE

Through a simple Internet connection, anywhere in the world, you can be inside your home and operate the My Home system functions through the MY HOME WEB SERVICE, an easy-to-use website, and also the safest way to interact remotely with your home appliances.

WEB EXPERIENCE
Watch the video, take a virtual tour and fully experience your future automated home.

BTICINO SHOWROOM
Visit the BTicino showrooms. They are not simply spaces to display our products, but real home automation system testing grounds, equipped with the most advanced My Home solutions. Experience innovation.

CUSTOMERS SHOWROOM
Through our website, find our showrooms nationwide. You will be able to test and experience the best and most innovative BTicino home automation functions in a number of different environments. A unique experience.

CONFIGURATOR
Try to create a house with all features you want through BTicino configurator: customized home automation solutions developed based on your lifestyle. Find out the price.

HOME AUTOMATION BTICINO, AN EXPERIENCE TO BE TRIED

For catalogues, info, technical and commercial details, please call the toll-free number:
800-837035

To request a quote or technical information, please contact the toll-free number:
800-293000

For more information, please send a toll-free fax to:
800-832087

To download free technical documentation and software, please visit the section "professional website" at www.bticino.com

* Call, Mondays to Fridays, from 8.30am to 7.00pm, and Saturdays from 8.30am to 12.30pm
THE MY HOME TEAM:
PROFESSIONALS WHO MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

BTicino has a selected team of experienced installers who are trained based on an exacting and innovative working method: the MY HOME TEAM.

Each My Home Team Member is a trained expert specialized in handling all My Home catalogue items and versed in best integrating all home automation functions. Only the My Home installers can optimize the benefits from our home automation advanced technology and provide the highest level of comfort and safety to every home.

MY HOME TEAM WORKS FOLLOWING STRINGENT OPERATING PROCEDURES:

1. Understand and meet customers’ needs: learning by listening to customers’ needs and deliver top solutions.
2. Plan and develop a budget: map out the best execution program with detailed and itemized costs.
3. State-of-the-art implementation and testing: fast and accurate installation procedure with any possible add-on feature previously agreed upon with the customer, and test the entire system.
4. Tips on how to operate and make the most of your system: provide detailed information on system operation and owner-training to optimize potentials.
5. Assist and become a family consultant: help in the event of any malfunction or problem that may arise, also through an extended 4-year guarantee as well as always be available to solve problems and help in further planning and/or designing customization programs.

Visit the My Home installers page on www bticino com to find the nearest location to your home.
THE EASIEST WAY TO IMPROVE
YOUR LIFE AT HOME.

Please, call the free number:
800.837035

Start experiencing automation on
www.bticino.com